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The main theorem (2.1) says thatt if N is an abstract regular neighborhood of a poljr- 
hedron X with collapsible retraction r : N -+ X, dimX & dimN - 3, and if g : N -+ MN 
is an embedding such that m is close to the inclusion map XWY, theag is isotopic to 
the inclusion X C+ N by an ambient isotopy which is limited by r. Ao a corollav two 
close PE embeddings of a polyhedron X into a PL manifold Q are equivalent by zzall 
FL ambient isotopy if dimX < din@ - 3 and if the embeddings are :rufficientiy close 
to a given topologiciil embedding of X into Q. Some related results using a slightly 
weaker dimension re;striction are also discussed, and some other corollaries are prcsen,tet:d. 
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1. Introduction 
Two embeddings go, gl of a space X into ;:I space Q are said to he 
equid’ent if there exists a homeomorphism k~ : Q + Q such that /rgO = 6rl. 
They are equivalent by ambient isotopy if thl.:re xists an isotopy 
h,:Q+Q, tEIO,l],suchthat/zo=identityandhlgO=gl.Weare 
interested in the PL (piecewise linear) edversion of tihis problem, which 
is: given an e > 0, when does there exist a 6 >b 0 such that &close PL 
embeddings of a polyhedron X into a PL manifold Q are c-equivaknl 
by PL ambient isotopy? The term e-equivalerd means that the isotop y* 
bi, moves no point ‘as much as e. One particular answer is given by thlls 
following, which is a simplified version of Co.rollary 6.1. 
* This work was p;drtia@y supported by NSF Grants GP-26087 ad GF34487. 
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1.1. &g&ar~~ SUJI~CW f: X + int Q is a topological e&bedding of a 
compact ps&hedron X &to a PI, manifold Q, alid suppose 
dimX 4; dime - 3. Then given any e > 0, there is a 6 > 0 sub that afzy 
two Rxmbeddings of X into intQ which are each within S off are e-equiv- 
alen t by PL ambient is0 topy. , 
In codimensions less than 3, this corollary is false; in codimension 2 by 
tying small knots in close embeddings of spheres, and in codimensions 8
and 1 by the example of irby and Siebenmann [29, proof of Theorem 
C] of a PL homeomorphism of T”, arbitrarily close to the identity, which 
is not PL isotopic to the identity (the codimension 1 case, if true, would 
contradict his throu& the application of the Alexander isotopy to the 
handles of asmall handle decomposition of p). Better codimension 1 
and 2 counterexamples can be constructed to show that the failure is 
noii due to knotting or non-local flatness, but to the Wauptvermutung 
(see Section 7). We remark that in the codimension 0 case, where the 
question becomes one of PL isotoging to the identity a PL homeomor- 
phism of Q which is close to the identity {and therefore topologically 
isotopic to the identity), Kirby and Siebenmann have made an analysis s 
edsing the topological isotopy and classification of PL structures to show 
that if dimQ 2 5 and aQ = 0, then h is PL isotopic te the identity (by a 
small isotopy) iff some well-defined obstruction cohomology class 
Uz) E H2(Q; Z2) vanishes [32, end of Chap r II]. Relative and unbounded 
versions of this remark also hold. Finally, in codime-nsion 2,there are some 
results establishing the equivalence-up-to-concordance of close embeddings 
of certain manifolds [ 91. 
Corollary 1.1 has many antecedents in various dimension ranges. In the 
range 2 dimX + 3 < dime, the model embedding f is not necessary, be- 
cause if go, gl are close enough, they are homotopic (assuming Q com- 
pact), and the homotopy can be PL embedded into intQ and go slid along 
the homotopy to gI. In 1953 Cugenheim showed in effect that this 
sliding can be done even when 2 dimX + 2 = dime, producing a not-neces- 
sarily-small equivalence between go and gl [ 22, Theorem 51. Bing and 
Mister introduced E’S into the proof and used a more subtle type of gen- 
eral position to establish Corollary 1.1 (without f, and with 6 = e) for the 
trivial range 2 dimX + 2 G dimQ 14, Theorem 5.51. 
If 8im.X is above this range, then the topological embedding is neces- 
sary, as can be seen by 
spheres X = Sk + 
consi3ering two embeddings of a pair of disjoint 
%+g, with images arbitrarily near the origin, 
such that one of the embed&d pairs is I 
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The first work above the trivial range was done by Cernavskii [ 1 O] 
who proved Corollary 1.1 for f a PL embedding md 
dimX< (2 dime)/3 - 1. Berkowitz and Dancis [ 21 proved it for f 
topological and dim X < (2 dim Q)/3 - I. Miller [ 3131 extended 
ernavskii’s version to codimension 3 for X a PL manifold, and 
onnelly proved it for X a polyhedron ([ 161; see [ 17 ] for an outline). 
Bryant and Seebeck [ 81 and Miller [ 393 were able to use engulfing 
techniques to prove Corollary 1.1 for X q PL manifcjld and f arbitrary:, 
but their methods, which used Miller’s earlier result, did not work for 
arbitrary polyhedra. The reason was that if given two embeddings 
go, gr : CX + int Q of an arbitrary cone (as opposed to a cone on a sphere) 
into a PL manifold, then two regular hleighborhoods, No of 
go(eX) mod go(X) and NI of gl(cX) mod gI(X), although balls, may not 
be homeomorphic keeping cX “fixed”, for dilmensions above the trivial 
range. 
The essential feature of our proof is that in T eorem 2.1, given E > 0, 
the choice of 6 is divorced from the regular neighborhood N, hence de- 
pends only on X and e. Thus the homeomorphism type of the regular 
neighborhood need not be known in advance. Theorem 2.1 depends 
heavily on the Slicing Lemma (4. I), which presernrts a new two-sided 
slicing technique for embeddings of a polyhedron1 X X R in a manifold 
Q X R. Following the proofs of Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 6. I ) several c 
versions are discussed which hold under a slightly weaker dimension 
restriction, namely that X - 2 has codimension 213, where 2 is some 
subpolyhedron of X on -which the PL embeddings agree. These results 
are based on a strengthened version of the Cone Unknotting Theorem 
(3.1) which is dicussed in Section 7. 
2. Definitions; statement of theorem 
We work in the topological category of locally compact Hausdorff 
spaces and proper maps (i.e., maps for which inverses of compacta re 
compacta), and ill the subcategory of locally compact polyhedra and 
proper PL maps. To avoid ambiguity in the use of the word “proper”, 
we define a map of pairs f: (X, A ) + (Y, B) to lx faithful i,f f -x(B) = A. 
Similarly, an embedding f : 44 + Q of manifolds is &abt?zjUl if 
f-‘@Q) = aM. More generally, it isallowable if f --"@Q) is empty ok a 
codk cnsion submanifold of a 
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For brevity, the notation of pairs is used throughout. Thus 
-1 
f (B~J32)=(4,4) 
means f-l&) = Ai for i = 1,2. Also 
dim(X,A)< dim(YJ3) -k 
represents two separate inequ ities. A pair (X, A) is always assumed to 
be a closed pair. Subpolyhed are closed unless assumed otherwise. 
If (X, d) is 2 metric space and E : X + (Cl,=+) a map, the 
hood of a subset D of X is the s;et 
Given a space X, a metric space (Y, dy), a map e : X -+ (0, =Q and two 
maps fig : X + Y, then f and g are ~-close if djp(f (x), g(x)) < e(x) fqr 
each x f X. . 
A PL map f : X + Y is coZ@.M&Ze if f -‘(y) is collapsible (and there- 
fore nonempty) for each y E Y. if Y is a subpolyhedron of X and 
r : X + Y is a PL retraction which is collapsible, then X 4 Y [ 15, The- 
orem 8.11. 
The following definition appears in equivalent form in [43 ] and [ 343. 
It is suggested by the notion of a regular ne&hborhood which meets the 
boundary regularly. Let (X, Y) be a polyhedral pair. An &tract regular 
neighborhood (ARN) of (X, Y) is a PL ma.nifold pair (N”, M"-I), with 
M CL aN and (X, Y) = (X, X n aN) C (int N U int M, int M), such that 
there exists a collapsible retraction r : N + X such that rl M is a collaps- 
ible retraction of M onto Y. Note that if N+ denotes N with a partial 
boundary collar @N - int M) X [0, 1) attached along aN - int M, then 
N is ai regular neighborhood of X in N+ which meets the boundary reg- 
ularly. We do not require that M = v-‘(Y) n aN, beezause that would be 
too restrictive, as the example in Figure 1 shows. 
Fig. 1. An abstract regular neighborhodd (14, 
The main theorem of the aper follows. 
is Q polyhedrd pair. Givcm e : x + IO, -), 
-+ (0, =) such that the following hrlldx 
ct regular neighborhmd of (X, Y) with 
rCkrc&m r : N + X, and suppsse 
- 3. Given any faithful PL embedditig 
int M) such that rg is klme tc, lx, th be 
exists Q PL isotopy h, : (N, M) + (A’, M), t E [OJ ] (t arbitrary), such that 
(I) ho = identity = h#N - intM, and if g1 Y = ideiztity, then 
h, 1 int M = identity, 
(2) r?2* is e-close to r, 
(3) ?2,g = I*. 
Furthermore, if’2 is Q subpolyhedrxm of X mch that glZ = identity, 
and if 6 = 6(Z) is sufficiently small, ttzen h, may be chosen SO th!r;st 
t;, I(Z u r-‘(Z - N,(X - Z))) = identity. 
The lemmas, theorems and corollaries of the paper are all staled and 
proved assuming the ambient manifold has boundary. Aside fro:\n the 
additional strength this gives the results, it is in fact necessary blxause 
of the induction proof used for Theorem 2.1. It is unfortunate /had; the 
“with boundary” case does not follow from the “wl’thout bound&” 
case, for the a,dditional notation required clutters the proofs. However, 
for ease of comprehellsion, the reader may wish to assume 
Y = 2 = 3Q = 0 throughout. 
All regular neighborhoods and regular neighborhoods which meet 
the boundary regularly may be interpreted in the sense (.,f [ 25.491, al- 
though our primary reference for regular neighborhoods and r:lative 
regular neighborhoods i [ 151. There a regular neighborhood \l/hich 
meets the boundary regularly is a regular neighborhood pair. 1’he im- 
portant theorems for us in [ 151 are Theorem 3. I (uniqueness of relative 
regular neighborhoods), Theorem 8.1 (mentioned above) and I’heorem 
9.1 (identification of relative regular neighborhoods via collapsibility). 
Theorem 2.1 ultimately rests on the Cone Unknotting Thee Irem. 
use the mapping version below. Eet 84 =: [O, 11” , so that Bq-’ is a face 
he notation CX means cone on X. 
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3.1. Cone Unhott’ing corm [ 331. Suppose is a po&hedron in 
aBq and g : (cX, X) + (Bq, 8H) is a faithful PL embedding such that 
gfX= identity. If dtin cX6 Q - 3, then g extends to a homeomorphism 
of Bq which is the identity on aBq . 
3.2. Addendum [27, Theorem 3.21. Suppose (X, Y) is a polyhedral pair 
faithfully contained in (84-l, aBQ_l) and g: (cX, X) + (cBq_l, Bq-I) is 
a faithful PL embedding such that g-‘(&Bq-‘, aBq_I) = (cY, Y) and 
glX = identity. If dim(cX, cY) G (q - 3, q - 4), then g extends to a 
homeomorphism of cB4-1 which is the identity on B@, and is the iden- 
tity on caB”I’ if gIY = identity. 
The following theorem of Lickorish and Siebenmann is a consequence 
of the Cone LJnknotting Theorem and Cohen’s relative regular neighbor- 
hood uniqueness (see Section ‘7 for an xnplification of this). This version 
is the one for compact pairs. 
3.3. Theorem (134, Theorem l(r)]; see Note below). Suppose eQ is a 
PL manifold and FVJ-l is a codimension 0 submunifold of aQ, and sup- 
pose (X, Y) is a compact PL pair such that (X, Y) X I is faithfully con- 
tained in (:2, W) -40th X X I n (i3Q - int W) = X X aI Suppose (N, M) is 
a regular nei;hborAood (pav) of (X, Y) X I in (Q, W) which meets the 
boundary . wt ffolds regularly, that is, 
(N,.V)n(aQ-intW)=(N&&)+(Nr,Mr) 
is a disjoint unio,7 such that (Ni, Mi) is a regular neighborhood of 
(X, Y) X lin (aQ - int IV, 3 W) and (M, MO u MI) is a regukr neighbor- 
hoodof(YxI, YX&!)in(W,aW).Ifdim(XXI,YXO<(q-3,q-4), 
then <?! M) is a product 
cp:(iVo, M,)xk WJW, 
wheredM*~ I)=M,cp((NO,MO)X l)=(N,,M1)andcplNoXOuXxl~ 
identity 
ate. Hn the proof of the antecedent [ 34, Theorem I], it is stated that 
is a regular neighborhood of X X I mod X X 31 in M+. In our notation 
above (say Y = $9 = W) this would amount to saying N is a r 
borhood of X X I mod X X i3d in *(= Q U exterior co 
no means obvious, as it requires a collapsible retracrion r: N + X X H 
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such that r-l(X >(” i3.I) = X X ar, in order that condition (5) of Cohen’s 
identificatidn theorem [ 15, Theorem 9.11 be established. ‘The only way 
I[ know to do this is to first show that since dim X X 16 dmim Q - 3, then 
(aQ, X X 31) is locally compatibly collared in (Q, X X ,I) using Theorem 
3.1 ((4 - 1 )-dimensional case), hence compatibly colla.red (as elegantly 
shown in I: 181; this can also be obtained from [ 273 ). Tha,it is, it seems 
that [ 34, Theorem 31 should be proved before Theorem I!. 1, rather than 
as a consequence. Actually, in what 110~s this point is moot hecause 
of our use of regular values (S&tion 5). 
3.4. Cor~Mary. Suppose (X, Y) is a compact PLl pair and 
go : (X, Y) X R + (Qq, aQ) is a proper faiihful PL embed&ng into a PL 
manifold, where R: = R’ and dim(.;Y X R, Y X R) < (q - II: q - 4). SUM- 
pose g* : X x R + go (X x R), t E [O, P 1, is an kmpy of go wi<ltlrz compact 
support such that g,(x X R) = go@ X R) for each fiber x X IX Then there 
exists an ambient isotopy C, : Q + Q, t E [ 0, 11, which CC:W~RP g,. Further- 
more, if gti Y X R=g,lY X R, then G#Q = identity, and if rt,: > 0 is 
given in advance, then Gt may be chosen so that for an-y w e: Q which is 
moved by G,, there exists x E X such that 
Proof. Assume Y = Q)i= aQ. Given any interval [a, b] C: R, there is a re- 
gular neighborhood P of go(X X [a, b]) in Q such that 
g;‘(P, aP) = (XX [a - E, b + e], XX {a - E, b + E)) for some small 
e > 0 (this uses only elementan derived neighborhood thejory, as in 
[49, Chapter 3, p.151 or [25, Lemm:: 2.61). By Theorem 3.3, 
go(XX[a - e, b + E]) has a product neighborhood in P, so any R-fiber 
preserving self-isotopy of gO(X X [a -- e, t f e]) fixed on 
go(XXEa-- e, b + e}) can be covered in Q by the usual trick. of extend- 
ing it using the product neighborhood, and damping it away from 
g,IXX [a - E, b + e]) by damping the variable t. 
Le,mma 4.1 is. a generalization of Connelly’s “Fringl: CuttSng” Lemma 
([ 17, Lemma 2, Step 1 ] or, in more detail, [ 16, Lemcla 7 1). Given a 
er embedding of a polyhedron X into a manifold Q X 
compact and dimX < di - 3, it provides a tee 
for isotoping the embedding so that it slices through ~2 X 0 nicely, 
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namely, X X L goes into Q X L for each interval L = (-=, 0), L = 0 and 
L = (0, m). The emential tool of the proof is a modification of the shad- 
ow building techniqu? which traces back to Zeeman’s original version 
of engulfing [49, Chapter 71 e 
IIiX X Y is a product of metric spaces, the metric on X X Y will al- 
ways be understood to be the Cartesian product metric, that is, 
dxx y = (d; + d$)‘l* 
LetJ= [-l,l]&R1. 
4.1. Slicing Lemma. Let (X, Y) be a compact PL pair. Given E > 0, there 
exists a 6 = 6(e, dimX> > 0 such that the following holds: 
Suppose (Q, aQ) is a PL manifold and g : (X, Y) X J + (Q, aQ) X R is a 
faithful .k~ embedding such that the maps nRg: X X J + R and 
nJ : X x J --+ J are b-close. Suppose dim(X, Y) < dim(Q, aQ) - 3. Then 
given any q > 0, :here exists a PL isotopy h, : Q X R --) Q X R, f E [ 0, ! 1, 
such that 
(1) h, = identity, and if g-‘@Q X L) = Y X (J n L) for each L as in(3) 
below, theM h,/ aQ X "n = identity, 
(2) for each w E Q X R, the path h,(w), t E fo, 11, i,f nontrivitzl, lies 
in N,(rrQg(x X [--E, ~1)) X [-e, e] for some x E X, where N,(A) denores 
the q-neighborhood of A in Q. 
(3) g-‘(Q X L) = X X (J n L) for each interval L = (-=, 0), L = 0 and 
L = (O,m). 
Furthermore, if 2 is a given subpolyhedron of X and if 
812 X J= nQgl(Z X 0) X identity, then h,. may be chosen so that 
h,lg(Z x J) = iderztity for all t. 
oof. Suppose that g: (X X J, Y X J) + ((2 X R, aQ X 
embedding such that tiRg and wJ are &close, g-‘(aQ 
for L = (-00, 0), L = Oand L =(O,+, andg)ZX J=n,gl(ZX 0)X iden- 
tity. The rsotopy h, of the conclusion will be construcf:ed so that 
u g(Z X J) = identity. Although it is not true that the general 
s readily from this special case (because there is no obvious 
way of extending an isotoyy of aQ X R fixed on g(Z X J) n aQ X R to 
an isotopy of Q X fixed on g(Z X J)), nevertheless this case adequately 
serves as a model for the genLsal case. 
Recall that if P is a polyhedron, L is a subinterval of R and 
S C P X L is a closed subpolyhedron, the (closed) shadow of S, denoted 
sh(S), is the polyhedron 
sh(S)=I(p,t)EPXLI(~uE )(t < u, (p.td) E S)}. 
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For the proof, we assume 6 is given anti work backwards to find an e 
his is the olnly place in the paper where ive pay explicit attention to 
= (2dim(XX J) f 2)& and assumIe 6, < 1. The aim 
first part of the proof is to isotope g by an arbitrarily small. am- 
bient isotopy of Q X U g(2 X J), with support arbitrarily 
close to g(X X [ - 8, 6, ]), to obtain a new embedding; (still called g) and 
a subpolyhedron S of X X J such that 
(1) S = g-‘(sh(g(S)) U Q X (--=, Ol), 
(2)xx[-l,o]cs~xx[-1,6~)-(Yuz)x(o,~~), 
(3) S = sh(S) (i.e., S is saturated). 
The construction of S and the isotopy is induct&r;, using a batsI< and 
forth general position argument in the domain and range. Let go == g 
and S, =g$(sh(gO(XX f---1,0])) U Q X (-=, 0]), and at the if” slep 
(0 G i < dim(X X J)) inductively assume that g has Ibeen shifted by an 
arbitrarily small isotopy of Q X R rel aQ X R !P g(Z X J), with support 
arbitrarily close to g(X X [ - 6,6, I), to produce an e.:mbedding 
gi: X X J + Q X R, which still has the property that ?rRgi and q are 
&close, and assume that a subpolyhedron Si of X X J has been constructed 
such that 
( li) Sj = g;r(sh(g&)) u Q x (-00, O]), 
(2i)XX[-l,O]C Sic XX I_1,(2i+2)e)-(YUZ)X (0,(2i+2)6), 
(39 dim(sh&) - Si, G dim(X X J) - 2. 
To continue the induction, consides the subpolyhedra . 
A = gi(X X J), 
B = gi(sh(sj)) u sh(gi(si)) U gj(Z X J) U Q )( (-m,Ol U aQ X R 3 
D= &(gi(cl(sh(Si) - A’i))) 
of Q X R. Then 
A -B=gi(XX J-sh(Si)-(YUZ)XJ), 
dimDGdim(XX J>+ 1-i. 
Put A - B in general position with respect o D keeping B fixed [ 25, 
Lemma 4.61, by an arbitrarily small isotopqr 0, of Q X R rel aQ X 
with support arbitrarily close to cl(A -B) n D, and therefore arbitrarily 
close tog(XX [-S,(2i+4)ci]). Thus 
dim(($r A - B) n D) < dim@, A - B) + dimD -- dim (Q X 
-X- 
XXJ 
A = g;(X x J) 
6 (= the front and 
back faces, plus Q x 
-,a’- 
Qx R 
Fii. 2.0btaining &+I from Si. The dimensions are artificial. in the picture, the set D is 3_di- 
mensional, B - Q X (- m,O] is 2-dimensional nd gi(X X J - d&Q)) intersects D in the point 
g@). 
The embedding ia 1 =t!$g&WJ-+ QX Ragreeswithgion 
sh(Si) U (Y U ii!) X J and, it can be assumed, is such that RRgi+f and ZJ 
are still+close. 
Let Sj+l =&&sh(gi(sh(S&)) U Q X (-OQ, 01). Clearly Si+l satisfies 
conditions (li+l) and ‘&+I). AS for (3i+l), first note that 
sh(si+l) - 5;.+1 C Sh(Si+ 1) - sh(sSi) C sh(Si+l - sh(Si)) l
Also 
S i+l - Sh(S;) = g&\((el A -B) n D). 
Thus 
dim(sh(Si+l) - Si+l) 4 I + dim(Si+l - sh(Si)) 
S l+dim(XXJ)+(dim(XXJ)+l--i)-dim(QXR) 
This completes tlhe induction. 
In the domain, let A = sh(s) = S :-irrld B = (Y u 2) X 0 and let K be a 
triangulation of x X J such that nx : K --bc X is simplicial for some triangula- 
is a simplicial injection for some triangula- 
and B are triangulated by full subcomplexes 
* be the linear map defined by letting &v) = (0,O) 
,&)=(lJ)forverticesa,inKIA --KIBand 
t(u) = (1, n&f)) for vertices u in K - Thus(A,B):-r-“(rx0,(0,0)). 
t 
< A < min{q(v)I u vertex in K - ICI 
* with vertices (Q, O), (1,O) and (1, A). 
gular neighborhood of A mod B in 
N(A -43) = N(Ki A - K]B, K’) 
for some firs derived subdivision K’ of K (K’ is obtained from K by 
choosing the starring points of open simplexes of K to ble in 
t-‘([(a, O), ( , A)]) whenever possible). The special property of 
N(A - B) is at rx Ifi(A - B) : &(A - B) + X is a bijeckn (116, Lem- 
ma 61). 
In the range we perform a similar construction. Let N1 C Q X 0 be a 
regukr neighborhood of sh(g(S)) n Q X 0 modg((Y U Z) X 0) in Q X 0. 
Let C= @(g(S)) u Q x (-- oo,O] and let D = Q X 6 - int&. Then 
C n g(X x J) = g(A), Dng(XxJ)=g(B), &?n aQx 0. 
L+et Tl be a triangulation of Q X R such that r~ : T, + (2 is simpficial 
for some triangulation of Q and such that g(X X J), g(A), g(B), C and, 
D are triangulated by subcomplexes of T, , the last four full. Let 
g : T, + R* be the linear map defined by letting E(U) = ((I, 0) for vertices 
,fj-‘MC 
wv-e’ 
xx04 
XxJ (Y-0’ Qx R 
Fig. 3. The constm:tion of K(A -B) and iV(C’-D) (W = 2 = $ = aQ). 
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u in rI ID, Mu) = ( 1,O) fsr vertices u in ‘rI t C - TI ID and t(v) = \( 1 3 7t~ (u)) 
for vertices u in T, - T,IC, and let N(C - D) = ~-l(A),-where A is defined 
as before for sufficiently small X. Thus N( C - D) = N( T, IC - T,ID, T;) 
for some first derived subdivisio and N(C-D) As the property 
that q$fi(C - D) : &(C - D) 
; 
The ambient isotopy h, : Q x Q X R of Lemma 4.1 is defined as 
the sta&ed. composPtion of three ambient isotopies 
[ =, 3 0s [O, 119 
t @f_,Q& 9 E t2,31 l 
We first describe their cwstruction, leaving the epsilonics for later. 
[Z,]. Letq :XxJ + X X J be the fiber preserving homeolnorphism 
defined on each fiber ?>g 
O#, 0) = (x, Sx), 
C+ x ([--I, --ps,] II [(I +&, 11) = identity 
and CF~ extended linearly elsewhere, where (.s, s,) = &4 - B) U x X J 
and p> 0 is a small constant. Let 
0,:Xx J-, .Xx J, te [O, 11, 
be defined by O&X, s) = (x, min (s + t, n~ol(x, s))). Then 
o&Xx [-l,Q],XxO)=(N(A-B),fi(A- B)), 
o,l( Y U 2) X J = identity . 
Regarding ot as an isotopy of the subset g(X X J) of Q X , jt is extended 
to an ambient isotopy 2, of Q X R rel aQ X R using the eO version of 
Corollary 3.4 for some small eo. 
[at]. The polyhedra y(N( A - B)) and N(C - D) n g(X X $) aruy first 
derived neighborhoods of g(A) mod g(B) in the reslristion to g(X x Y) 
of the triangulations T, and T,. Their respective frontiers are 
g&A - B)) and a(C - D) n g(X X .I). By the uniqueness of regular 
neighborhoods there is an ambient isoltopy tdt ofg(X X J), fixed on 
g(S), which tak es g(N(A - B), Ii/( A - B)) onto 
(N(C - D), .!V(C - D)) f+~ g(X X J) (f 15, Tkorem 3.11 generalizing 
Ca5, Lemma 2.91). y the proof, wt is the (=omposition f two isotopics, 
each of which is invariant on the simplexes of one of the triangulations 
7’0 1 g(X X J) or TlI g(X X J) and moves only thkose ‘simpkxes which inter- 
sect g(m(A. -B)) or &(C- D). Thus at extends t(r) a:n ambient isotopy 
by the obvious generaliza tisn of f25, Lemma 
at a, is thr c=omposition f two isotl,,pl;es a;:h of which is 
invariant on the simplexes of either TO or r1 and moves only those 
simplexes which interq&g(fi(A - B)) Ior &(C - 1,)) n g(X X Sj, 
t E [ 0, 1 ] , be the fiber-preserving U.W 
bient isotopy defined analogously to at above,. sul:h that 
*,(N(C D),*(C B)) = (Q x (--~a, 01, Gil x ..(I).: , 
It is clear that the resultant isotopy h:, defined iibove satisfies conclu- 
sions, (1) and (3) of the lemma. It remains to chet:k conclusion (2). * 
Suppose inesh K, mesh TO and mesh T, are ea!,;:h <X,fo: some given 
A. md suppose Q X 0 - D C N,(sh(g(S)) n Q X Cl). TheP1’ 
i’ii( A - B) C X X [ 0, G1 + A]. By choosing p and eO, (abovej small enough, 
tlve can assume that each nontrivial path Z,(w), t &[O, 11, w E Q X R, lies 
in the X-neighborhood of the set g(.x X [ 0,6, t- h] ) for some x E X. Each 
nontrivial path under the 2h-isotopy a, lies in &,(g(x, z)) C Q X W for 
rb‘orne (x, t) E X X [0,6, + ii]. If the parameters fcr a, are sufficiently 
:-:nall, then each nontrivial Gath under @, lies in ;it vertical segment 
JV~X [-X,61+6+2h]forsomewO~NA(~Qg(XX [.--S,Sr,l)jc Q. 
Combining these results, it can be verified that e;lch nontrivial path 
under& liesinNa,(nQg(xX [-6,8,+?@:lX [-ii~-3X,61,+6+4X1f~~r 
some x cz AC Thus, given e > 0, then X and 6 can be chosen so small that 
the desired conclusion (2) holds. This completes Lemma 4~. 1 l
There is an interesting corollary to the Slicing Lemma, whose conse- 
quences we will not pursue I ‘I) can also be deduced from a splitting 
theorem (when dime > 5; the case dim& < 5 is trivial). 
4.2. Corollary. ( 1) Suppose X is a compact polyhedron and Q is a 
closed PL manifold, with dimX < dim Q - 3. If 2' X R properly laL em- 
beds in Q X R, then X embeds in Q. 
(2) More generally, supp’xe X is a polyhedral;! and (;P is a PL manifold 
without boundary, with dimX & dime - 3. ,Yuppose there exists a prq~r 
PL embedding g : X X + Q X ttk such that the’ maps nRk g and rRk are 
bounded close. Then X proper%y embeds in Q. 
’ The initial occurrence of 1 Ko I in this lemma should read IKI. 
5. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
We explicitly prove.: only the special case gf Y = identity (concerning 
the general case, see the comment at the start of the proof of Lemma 
4.1). For simplicity we assume X is compact and all C’S and 6’s are con- 
stants. T’he proof is by induction on dimX, and rests on the following 
5.1. Lemma. Suppose lrhecwem 2.1 (with X compact and g 1 Y = identity ) 
is true whenever dim X < n - 1) and suppose (X, Y) rk a compact PL 
pair with dimX% n. Suppose (X, Y) = ix,, ‘u,) u (X2, Yz) is the union 
of closed subpolyhedra, where Yi = Y n Xi, such that 
(X0, Yo) s (Xl n X2, Y, n Y9) is PL bicollared in (X, Y). Then for any 
E 3 0, there exists 8 = S(e, X)> 0 such that,, given 
(1) ckn abstract regular neighborhood (N, M) of (X, Y) with coZZapsible 
retraction r : It-+ X, s&z that cl&~ (X, Yj G cthi (N, M j - 3, 
(2) a faithful PL embedding g : (X, y) + (!‘v, iW such that g 1 
tity and rg is &close to 1,, 
there exists 
( 1) a coi?apsible retraction F: N + X, arbitrarily close to r, such that if . 
(Ni. Mi) E (T-‘(Xi), No U (FI M )*‘I( Yi)), i= 1,2, 
then (No, MO) is an A&V of (X0, Yo> and (Ni, Mi) is an ARN of 
(Xi, X0 u Yi), i = 1,2, with collapsible retractions induced by T, and 
(2) a PL isot opy h,:N+ N, te [0, l],such that 
Oh i o = identity = h#N, 
(ii) rh, is e-close to r, 
(iii) h 1 g f X0 = identity, and for i = 1,2, h lg 1 Xi is a faithful PL 
embedding of (Xi, Xc, U Yi) into (N, aNi>. 
Furthermore, if Z is a subpoi~hedrc~n of X such that Z. = Z (1 X0 is 
bicollared in Z compatibly with (X0, Yo) in (X, Y), and such that 
g IZ = identity, and if 6 = S(Z) is sufficiently small, then h, may be 
cho~n TO that h,lZ u r-$?5---N&X- 2)) = identity. 
Assuming Lemma 5. the lproof of Theorem 2. i f~.r diamX = n in- 
volves an n-fold application of the to a handlebod 
position of X. We dis 
n0 speciai aPtention. 
is an i_simpEex, then 
(H,, 6,) 5 (st(6, #“), st(& L”]) 
can be regarded as an i-handle, because the:rz is a natural PL homeorhiar- 
phism (Ho, G,) SE a X (a^%@, K),a^*Zk(o,1';)). Using this correspondwrce 
define subsets 
For each i, the i-handles {Ha 1 dimo = i} are disjoint. Define 
(& Gi) = Uc(H,, G&dimo = i) and define (#Hi, EGi) and (C&,, rjG& 
anb 7Hi analogously, and let (Xi, Yj) = l& 1 (Hj, Gi). The essential prop- 
erties of these sets are: 
(1)&,=frHOandfrX~_1=(frXi’--6H,)W~H~, 
(2) (Xi, fr Xf U Yi) = (Xi-1 9 fr’ Xi-1 u Yi._l, LJ (His 6Hi u Gi), 
(tHi# 'yHiU~G~)=(X~-~* fr’Xi_r U Yi_1) 13 (Hi, EHi u Gi) and 
(EHi, rHi u )Gi) is collared in each right hand pair, 
(3) (.I&, C,) is a cone pair, namely, (Ho, 6.;) s i?(f$, f$). 
(fr denotes frontier 1n X and fr’Xi_l 5 cl(fr*Xi_l - :Hi); i and C’ sre 
arbitrary.) 
Now given the data of the theorem, namely, an ARN r : (N, M) + (.X, Y) 
X= rapper half plane 
Y = boundary 
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and a faithful embedding : (X, Y’) + (IV, M) such that g I Y = identity 
and rg is close to lx, then the first step in ambient isotoplng g to 1~ is 
to apply Lemma 5.1 successively to the polyhedra 
(X,, Yn) = (xn_+ r,,,) u Mi* GA 
(Xn_l,frXn_lU&_l)= (Xn_2,fr’&.+ Y,4)“(Hn-196Hn-~u G--h 
At each step (working with decreasing i, n Z i 2 1 ), there is given an 
ARN 
ri : (Ni, i) + (Xi, frXi U Yi), 
where Ni c IV, and a faithful embedding 
gi: (Xi, frXj U Yi) + (Nip Mi), 
gjIfrXi U Yi = identity, which has been obtained from g by ambient 
isotopy of N rel U!, say gi = hi+lll . . . hn,lg, and there is produced a 
collapsible retraction Fi : (Nip Mi) + (Xi, frXi U Yi), arbitrarily close to 
r,-, and an ambient isqtopy hi,, : Ni --> Ni .fixgd on aNi, with the properties 
given by Lemslr,a 5.1 e The sequence is continued by defining 
w i-1, ~~i-1) = (FL’(Xi_l), F,F"(tHi) U (pi IMi)-‘(fr’xi-1 U Yi-1))~ 
and extending hi, t over N via the identity and defining gi_l= hi,lgi. 
When done, (N, M) has been split into a collection of AR 
{(NO, M,) I CJ E K) each with collapsible retraction 
y,: (N,, MY) + U&, & u Gal, 
where (letting i = dim Q) . ’ 
*o = i;i IN, ; , 
anal g has been ambient iso oped reI aN to an embedding 
g’: (X, Y) + (N, M) suck that for ea?l O, 8’1: (HP, I$ u Go) + (No, 
is iI. faithful embed = identity. PTCW t 
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Unknotting Theorem (3.1 j (or its Addendum (3.2), if o E L) can be 
ara!ely to each ball-cone pair (N,,,, HJ to unknot g’] H, by 
isotopy rel aNO. The result is that $ is ambient isotoped to 
There are two observations that should be made. First, the collapsible 
retractions (v,) are not necessarily compatible, that is, they may not 
agree where their domains overlap in the alv, ‘s. Although this could 
have been accomplished, it is unnecessary to the theorem, as the only 
function of ‘0 is to establish that N,, and M, are balls. Second, before 
the Cone Unknotting Theorem is applied, eac::h gi can be assumed ar- 
bitrarily ri-close to lx, by assuming each prerrious rj is arbitratily close 
to its predecessor and each ?zjt t is arbitrarily l~i-close to rjO It is not until/ 
the Cone Unknotting Theorem is applied that g is moved relatively r-far, 
arid even thers the movement is limited by thl: m.esh of M. Hence, by 
choosing mesh K small ;rt t!re start of the gro’of, say mesh K qf c/2!, it 
can be arranged that the final ambient isotopy h, of the theorem is 
(e, r)-close to r, that is, &/Q(X), r(x)) < e for each x E N. It is the crux. 
of the proof that the various 6’s depend only on X and the original given 
E. 
It remains t,o prove the lemma. 
Proof of Iemma 5.1. Let (X0, YO) X [ -2,2] be a fixed bicollar for 
(.X0, YO) in (X, Y). Clearly the lemma is a conlsequence of the Slicing 
Lemma (4.1) the induction hypothesis and the following,. 
5.2. Lemdma. (Data from Lemma 5.1.) Given ar;~y q 3 0, ~/WV exists 
( 1) a collapsible rctractdon F: (N, M) -j (X, ?), q-close to r, such! that 
if (No, MO) = (F1(XO), (F I IM)-’ ( YO)) and FCB = 5; I NO, then (IV,, MO) 
is an ARN of (X0, YO) with collapsible retraction TO, and 
(2) a PL homeomorphism 
cp:(+(XoX [-l,lI),(flMj-'(Yo~ I-l,lI))-+(No,Mo)x [-l,l], 
with ‘~1 No u X0 X [ - 1 , 1 ] = identity, such that 5; = (i;, X identity) q on 
+(x()x [A, 11). 
Proof. If X is a polyhedron and r : X + R1 is a PI, map, a value $ E 
is a regular value for r if there exist tria gulations K of X and L of 
for which r is simplicial and t E 8 for some l-simplex o E L. For any 
such t, there is a homeoma -phism J/ : r-l (6) + r-l(t) X 8 such that .I 
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$1 r-l(t) = identity X t snd n, :b = j* ([47, Theorem 1.3.11; the pro0.f 
can be simpkifisd?. This homeomorphism automatically respects ub- 
complexes of +K. 
To start the proof of Lemma 5.2, f>bserve that for any value 
a E (-2,2), there is a collapsible retraction r’ : (N, M) + (X, Y) arbitr 
close to r and agreeing with r off of ‘_‘(& X (-2,2)), such that a is a 
regular value for 
For let 6 E (a - E, a + t.) be a regular value 0:’ WI : ‘_‘(XO X [ -2,2 1) + [ -2,2], 
chosen arbiti.arily close to a by the denseness of regular values; let 
f:Xox [a-e,a+E]+&X [a--.a+el 
be the natural slide of X0 X [a - e, a +e] fixing the ends and taking 
X0 X b to X0 X a, 1et.F: (N, &!) + (IV, M) be a small homeamorphism 
covering f by Corollary 3.4 an.d let r’ = frF_‘. Because of this remark, 
we can asswne that the values - 1 F Q and 1 ape regular values fop VP. 
For [a, &I c [-2,2], le (iV[a, b], M[a, b]) = (P-l(X X [a, b]), 
(PIM)-~(Y X [a, b])) and let I(N,, M,,) = (N[a, u], M[a, a]). Also, let 
(N+[a, b],fl[a, bl) be (N b], M[a, b]) with a half open collar ad- 
joined to (N[a, b], M[a, b 1 @N - intM, aM). 
5.3. Lmma (cf. [25, Lemma 2.201). If p : (ZV, M) + (X, Y) is an ARN, 
then there is a collapsible petpaction P, : N + X u M such that rrlle is ap- 
bitpapik’y close to P. 
osf. The proof makes use of a pinched (:ollar for M - Y in N. Let 
M X [ 0, 1 ] be a collar for (M, aM) in (N, U! - int M), and let 
p : M + [I), l] be a PL map isuch that p-‘(O) = Y and such that 
r[O,p] z ((w, tje Mx [O,l] 106 t< p(w)} 
intersects X only in Iv. Let $J : N + cl(N -- T’[ 0, p/21) be the homeo- 
morphism obtained by :;qur:ezing I’[ 0, p] to I’[p/2, JA], where I’[ 0, p/2] 
and r[p/2, p f are defined in rhe obvious fashion. There is a PL collalpse: 
with associated retraction ~1: M 4 Y which is arbitrarily close to rtM 
C 15, proof of Theorem 8.1-I. Let j? : T’]O, p/2] L Q(M) w M be the inrlluced 
collapse-retraction. efirne P, to be the retraction N L I&(N) U M induced 
by F followed by the retraction ~(~) II txu obtained by letting 
$ P \r’ operate on JI 
UGng Lemma 5.3 (generalized to pairs),, there is a collapsible retri:it~= 
tion 
r* : (3’ )-+(XuN[-l,l], YM&-1,1-J) 
suA that or* is arbitrarily close to P”. The collapsible retraction 
M) + (X 1-j of Lemma 5.2 will be the composition 
X identity)g v*, where F0 = Y 1 N, and 
cp: (NH, ll,W-1, W-+(N,, MO) x [--l,l] 
is a I?L homeomorphism such that (p4Ni, A4 i) = (N,, .MOB X i, i = 21 t 0, 1, 
and (piNo 13 & X [ - 1, 1 ] = identity. It suffices to construct cp sep- I 
each set N[-1, 01 and NIO, 1] and amalgamate the results. 
We describe the cor&uction for N[ 0, 1 ]. 
By construction (Ni, Mi) is an Alan of (X0, YO) X i, i = 0, 1. Hence 
using Hudson’s definition, or Cohen’s definition coupleId with [ 15, 
Theorem 9.1 (with part (c))], (N[ 0, 11, Mf 0, 11) is a regular neighbor- 
hood (which meets the boundary regularly) of (X0 X [ 0, I], Y. X [ 0; 11) 
in (N+[O, 11, M+[O, 11). By Theorem 3.3, (N[O, 11, M/O, 11) is homeo- 
morphic to the product (No, MO) X [0, 11, with No u X0 X [O, 1 f car- 
responding identicahy to itself and with (Nr , Ml) corresponding to 
(No, MO) X 1. Using this identification, the problem of constructing cp 
can be regarded as follows: There are two cohapsible retractions 
~~zr]N[O,l]andr~= 70 X identity:(IV[CI, l],M[O, l])+(&, YO, IX [O,l] 
which agree on No. Show that there is a homesmorphism 
cp: (N[O, l],M[O, It])+ (N[O, l],M[O, l]), the identity on 
No u X0 X [O, 1 ] and invariant on IV,, such that r2~ is arbitrarily &se 
to rl . The construction of p uses solme results of Miller [ 38] concerkng 
regular neighborhood uniqueness, which we outline. 
If N I X is a PL c:ollapse, let Y : N + X be an associated collapsible re- 
traction obtained b:y projecting each collapsed ball onto the attachinig 
face, and denote th.is by r : N L X, Similarly, if J L K is a silmplicial c~oE 
lapse. let s : 191 + IlKi be the collapsible refraction obtained by projecting 
each collapsed simpkx QI = Vp onto 114 along lines parallel to z& whe’re p 
is the free face of ac and fi is its barycenter. Denote this by s : VI Sr IiK t- 
Using Lemma 5.3 and [ 15, proof of Theorem 8.11, there are PL col- 
lapses 
p,:N[0,1]LN,u~[0,1]wN,u~~XI0,11 
&No uM[O, 11 u&,X [O, 1] 
UV()WX,X [OJI 
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and 
qi:Nfpx() x f0, l] I x w,ll~x,x EOJI 
such that qipi is arbitrarily close to Q~ i = 1,2. We can acsume q1 = q2. 
Let Ji, i = 1, 2, be triangulations ofN[O, 11 induci,Tg full triangulations 
of all of the above subpolyhedsa, such that there a;e simplicial collapses 
Ji iaJi[No U X0 X [O, 1 ‘*i JilX* X [O, r 3 
which are arbitrarily close to pi and qi, and factor as they do. We assume 
’ J,IIv,uX,x [0,1]=J2tNowX,x [O,l], 
t1 =: t2 . 
These collapses induce homeomorphisms $i : N[ , ll+N(Xo x CO, UJ;‘) 
(second derived neighborhood), i = 1, 2, which are fixed on X0 X IO, 1 I 
Milller has &own that I#~ can be chosen SO that for ezch simp!Qx r E Ji, 
#i(N(?, Ji’)) C N( tisi(r), J;‘) 
([ 38, Proposition 1 ] ; disregard the ambient isotopy and Q), and there- 
fore $i and tiSi are measurably close. This part of Miller’s proof ~‘O~~OWS 
from the observation that if an n-cell D* is attached to a manifold Nn 
along a face D”-’ c Uln n aN, then N and N v D* are homeomorphic 
by ,a borneomorphism which leaves fixed thk complement of an arbitrar- 
ily small neighborhood of Dn in N (3 D”. This is a trivial exercise in using 
collars, and since the various collars can be chot;cn to leave NO, N, and 
MBO, l] C N[O, l] invariant, each Jli above can be chosen so that in addi- 
tion J/inV,) C A$, $,&lV~ ) C N1 and 3/i(M[ 0, 11) C M[ 0, 1 1, and ~SO 
rCIIiNO = $2i4,~ 
Let o : N(Xo X [0, Ii ] z J;‘) + N(& X [0, 11, .I;‘) be the PL holmeo- 
morphism provided by the uniqueness of derived neighborhoods [ 25, 
Lemma 2.91. Then u J & x [ 0, 1 ] = identity = o 1 N(Xc X 0, &‘I No), 
and u is (mesh J, + mesh J2)-close to the identity, since it is the compo- 
sition of two homeomorghisms, one of which is invariant on the sim- 
plexes of J, and the other on J2. 
Letg= ~~lo$l.The:~y,:(NIO, l],AI[O, 11)s (N[O, l],M[O, 11) 
and SIN,, w X0 EC [O, I J = identity. By the construction, wtiI is arbitrar- 
ily close to ~1 and ea i:3 arbitrarily close to r2 (the reader can find ex- 
plicit bounds in terms of the meshes of various triangulations). Hence 
-1 * ~$42 1s close to the identity, and therefore r2p = (r2$&o$4 is close 
to ~$1 which is close to p1. This completes Lemma 5.2 and hence 
eorem 2,. 1. 
6. 
llowing corollary gives a seful application of Theorem 2.1. t. 
1. Cordhy. Suppose (X, Y) is a po&hedral pak (Qp ;bQ) a PL mani- 
Id and f : (X, Y) 3 (Q, 39) a prcqxr ropologkal embedding. Supjzose 
dim (A’L’, y) < dim (Q, 3Q) -- 3. Given aiivry e : Q + (0, m)? there exists a 
6 :‘X + (0, -) such that any two faithjkl PL embeddings 
go, g1 : (X, Y) + (Q, aQ) which are eacib within 6 off are PL mqu& 
a i’n Q, by a PL isotopy h, : (Q, a Q:, + (Q, aQ), t E [ 0; 11; such that 
h, = identity = h,l Q - N,(f(X)) for al! t, and ifgOt Y = g# 
then h,l aQ = identity, 
(2) each point x E Q moves less H2alz e(x) under h,, 
(3) k!lgl = go. 
Furthermore, if 2 is a subpolyhedron 0-f X such that go [ 2 = gl (Z), 
and if 6 = S(Z) is sufficiently small, thi?n R, may be chosen so that 
h,lg@) u (Q - N,(f(X - 2))) = iden,;rity. 
The corollary follows in routine fashion from Theorem 2.1 and the 
well established engulfing principle of Bryant and Seebeck: given the 
data of the corollary and e : Q + (0, “‘1, there exists 6 : X -+ (0, =) such 
that for any neighborhood N of g&Y); there is a PL e-push p of 
(Q, go(X)) such that cp(int AI) 3 gl(X:,. For details see [ 8, Lemma 11. 
We emphasize again thal; the idea qwhich makes this proof work is that 
in Theorem 2.1, the 6 = 6(c, X, Y) is irtdegendent of the homeomor- 
phism type of N. 
7. Lower codimensional results 
AS already remarked, Theorem 2.1, and Corollary 6.1 are false in c:~ 
dimensions < 2 (see also the end of tlhis section). However, one can 
pursue the question in the spirit of [ 1 ] or [ 421) and ask if the various 
results are true merely assuming X - d ‘2 has codimenzion 3 ‘31 (and the 
embeddings agree on 2). The results ard mixed. 
Lemma 4.1 remains true in this case (same proof, word fair word), but 
Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 6.1 are false as stated. An example is the 
tfie positive x,-axis in , and let 
02). We define two ntz y embeddint 
I, DnV3) be a small standard ball pair n 
tiorhood of e, = (1, 0, ...y 0; E ‘fan in (S”-l, pe3), and replace it by r”. 
locally flat, knotted ball pair (D ‘-l, bnM3) standar on the boundary, 
such that np(Dnnl -BnB3) # 2. t_,‘one this pair to the points (i, 0, .**, 0) 
and ($, 0, .&*, O), and let this define an embedding o : X -+ R” in the ob- 
vious manr?r, by leaving X fixed elsewhere. 
Let N be a small derived eighborhood of go(X) i 
g: [0, QQ) + int N - go(Z - 0) be anembzdding whi 
hich loops around go(Z such a manner that the 
- go(Z - 0) represented by [0, l] (IO, 13) is not 
null-homo topic in R’ - go(z’- 0) by a homotopy u r which the pre- 
image of 0 is precisely one poirnt (since IV -- go(Z) 2 (s”-’ -go(P3)) x R, 
this amounts to finding a q1 element in 9-l -go(Fm3) which cannot 
be homotoped in Sn-’ - go(Sm3) into ia small neighborhood of a point 
in go(PW**3)). Let gl = g u go 12 : X + int N. Then gl is not isotopic 
rel Z to go in N (or even in a”) by an isotopy with compact support. 
Since go and gl can be assumed PL a the scale in R* can be shrunk, 
this gives the desired coun terexample Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 6.1. 
Theorem 2.1 (and therefore Corollary 6.1) fails in this example be- 
cause 2 is not locally flatly embedded. Corollary 6.1 can also fail when 
go(Z) =gl(Z) is locally flat, for want of the required engulfing isotopy. 
An example to illustrate this can be obtained by changing the above ex- 
ample slightl’y. Let Jii and 2 be the same, but let go be a knotted ZocalZy 
.flat embedding of X obtained by removing a small standard ball pair 
neighborhood (P, IF2) of 
with a knotted locally flat 
above, without the 
and this time the proof of 
‘engulfed with N keep 
e extra assumptions nee 
.1 true in this codimen 
sent several versions, after discussing some modifications in 
3.1 and 3.3. In Remark 7.1, (X, Y) is a compact PL 
polyhedron of 
. (1) The Cone Unknotting Theorem (3.1) rema ns true 
under the assumption 
dim(cX - cz)G q - 3, 
provided that g I cZ = identity. 
(2) Addendum 3.2 remains true under the assumption 
dim(cX _- cz, CY - cz) Q (q - 3, q - h), 
provided that g1 CZ = identity. 
(3) The Lickori I--Siebenmann Theorem (3.3) remains Itrug: under 
the assumption 
dim((X-Z)XI,(Y-Z)XP)G(q-3,q-4), 
provided that (2, Z n Y) X I is locally flat in (Q, W) (see belo, .). 
(4) Corollary 3.4 remains true under the assumption 
dim((X-Z)XR,(Y-Z)XR)<(q -3,q -4), 
provided that g& X R, (2 n Y) X R) is locally flat in (Q, aQ) (see below). 
A faithful proper embedding : (X X R, Y X R) + (Q, aQ) is lo&Z flat 
if each point g(x, P) has a product neighborhood (Up V) X [a, b ] in (Q, aQ) 
which extends the product structure on g(X X [a, b]). This definition .ex- 
tends in obvious fashion to embeddings as in the statement of Theorem 
3.3. Note that (U, Y) is without loss a (q - l)-manifold with boundary 
a U = V, by the division theorem 47, Lem,rna p. 191. This definition is 
essentially Akin’s definition of ~wise homogeneous. It is a weaker 
notion than local unkrzo ttedness [ 11. 
Given that g(X X R, Y X R) is locally flat in ( 9 a2), it is an exercise 
) has a, compatible product neighborhood 
the local product neighborhoods 
ness of relative regular neighbbr- 
lars, much as in the covering isstopy 
fm R.D. Edwads /aOse piecewk Ifsrear em 
theozim. Alternatively, the proof of Theorem 1 i-n [3+j can be r 
owing that locally flat implies that product neighbfjrhood exis 
ruct a manifold-with-boundary P as in the proof o 
w an exterior collar on P as in 1341, and then construct 
topy covering the translation of X X [a - e, b + c] into t 
using the local flatness hypothesis (instead of the Cone Unknot 
Th.eorem as in [34, Assertion A]), and finally apply relative re 
neighborhood uniqueness. 
Although Remark 7.1 above seelms reasonable, it does not appe 
an!fwhere in the literature (even in [ l]). We sketch a compact pro 
minimizing the program in- [ 33 ] by using Cohen’s relative 
borhood uniqueness. The idea is to prove a special case of 
thened Lickorish-Siebenmann Theorem (3.3(3), with W = 0 and 
di’:nQ = q, denoted LS(q)) inductively along with e strengthened Cone 
Unknotting Theorem (3.1 (l), denoted CW(q)). 1 Y = identity cas 
of Addendum 3.2 (2) is 3 direct corollary of cU(q),by regarding- 
Ip4-l c aBq and replacing 2 by 2 u cl@P -flol); similarly for the 
Y c Z version of Theorem 3.3. However, Addendum 3.2 
3,3 seem to require the (natural) strengthened version of the induction 
below, which we omit. 
CU(q - 11) implies LS(q). It suffices to show that X X I is locally flat 
in Q, given that 2 X I is. For then the remarks made above show that 
X YI I has 3 product neighborhood in Q. 
4.2. Emma ([ 25, Lemma 2.6)). Suppose $ : P + [0,1] is a PL map such 
that #-1(O) = p E P, and suppose $ is linear on some triangulation Tof 
l? Then for all small E $ 0, $-I [O, e] is a derived neighborhood of p in 
some first derived subdivision T’ of T 
First assume dim X X I < q - 3. Let g : X X I + Q denote the embed- 
ding X X d G Q. Restricting attention to interior points, let 
uo = (~0, to) E X X (0, 1). Using Lemma 5.3 with an appropriately chosen 
$, there are triangulations K of X Z’ I and J of Q for which g is simplicial 
and uo and g(uO) are vertices, and for which there are first derived neigh- 
’ and C of g(uO) in J’ such that g”(C) = D and 
nd some interval 
= (x0, a) and Ub = (ix*, gain using Lemma 5.3 there is a 
(u,) * iU$ of g(vJ in aC such 
X a (which denotes a small (radia?) copy of Dx X a) 
X a + E, is the cone on g 5 e& X a. $-If vo were in 
C n aQ.) By GU(q -’ l),E; = ~l(aC- E,) 
such that the embedding 
--eDX)xaU&X~a,b]~Dxx b+Ei 
is the cone on 8’ Ie& X a in this structure. So 3C has-a double cone ’ 
structure exteyding the double cone structure on 
Dx X {a@ b} U Dx X [a, b]. Thus there is a (a - I )cel’r Ca C. 3C with’cone 
structure co s g(u,) * W& and a homeomorphism cpo : X s NC= x [a, b]), 
the “identity” on C4 X CI, such that 
tpogtdx x [a, b] = (pogl& X a) X ideatity 
and cpogl: Dx x i + Ca X i is the cone on cpogt & X i, for* 
i = o, b. Let p : C ss Co X [Q, b] ue the homeomorphism obtairied from 
e by coning. This provides the desired product structure on C. ’ 
This method of proof carries over to the codimension G2 cease. The 
essential observation is that if u. E 2 X (0; 1), then C has a product 
structure C cbc U X [a, b] give9 by the locally flat hypothesis a.nd pseudo- 
radial projection, where 
UX [a, bl ng(ZX (0, l))=g((&nZ)X [a, 61) 
compatibly, where U is a (4 - 1 )-cell and (without loss) Dx n Z is a sub 
cone of Dx and both embeddings 
are cones on the embedding t : (bx n Z) X a -+ 3 kl X a using the ob- 
virus cone structures. Now the proof proceeds as before, using the fact 
that E, above is without loss equivalent in aC to eU X a keeping 
&C n g(Z X (0,l)) fixed, by uniqueness of relative regular neighborhoods. 
Hence: by CLJ((I - I), Ei has the desired cone structure? 
S(q) implies W(q). This uses Lickorish’s device of removing a neigh- 
of the cone poin (4) to the statemen 
I132 piecedse linear em 
suppose x c s-1 = UPa is a polyhedron and 
g:(xxI,XXa~~(S~-~xI,S~-~Xar) 
is a faithful embedding such that g]X X 0 u 2 X I = identity for 
some 2 C _.iY, dim X- Z G q - 4. Then g extends to a homeomort 
phism 
:h!w x I4w” xl. 
y LS(q), g extends to an embedding of some regular neighborhood 
of S@ X 0 W XX 1’ in Sq-l X I, By factorization of collapses (i.e. sunny 
collapsing, [ 261 or 125, Theorem 5.2]), Sq-1 X I is a regular neighbor- 
hood of S4-l X 0 U g(X X I) in Sq-l X I, so g extends to G as desired. 
It should be remarked that a with-2 v on of sunny collapsing is unneces- 
sary, that is, the standard codimension 13 version referenced above suf- 
fices, by the following argument. The partial extension gZ can be assumed 
the identity on S n4 X 0 and then can _+ I,,, _ he acntoped &p the Hadlicwr c, .a.” **Y”1*1(>“* 
tick (see 142, proof of Lemma 71) to be the identity on N X I for 
some neighborhood N of 2 in Sq- l. Then the sunny-collapsing-regular- 
neighborhood-extension argument can be made on the image of 
(X - int N) X I In (S4-’ - int N) X I. 
It is worth observing that implicit in the above discussion are strength- 
ened versions of the Covering Isotopy Theorem and the Concordance 
Implies Isotopy Theorem for a polyhedron X X I in a manifold Q X I 
with a vertically embedded subpolyhedron 2 X I, such that 
dim X - 2 < dial Q - 3. 
Returning now to the variations of Theorem 2.1, suppose (X, Y, 2) is 
a polyhedral triple and (Nz, Mz) is an ARN of (2, 2 n Y). An ARN 
) of (X, Y) lzas neighborhood germ Mz) at Z if Nz PL embeds 
onto a neighbo ood of Z in N, with Z g identically to 2. 
7.3. . Theorem 2.1 remains true under the weaker dimension 
restriction dim (X - 2, Y - 2) < dim (N4 ) .- 3, pro,vi&d that ;6 is 
allowed 80 depend on the homeomorphism type of the neighborhood 
germ of Z in N. 
e given, and 
) is a given ARN of (Z, 2 n Y). The 
2.1 holds under 
y ARN (Nb M) of 
s already noted, .I is true as stated even if 
dim(X-2, Y-Z)Gdi - 3. The modifications re 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 are (briefly): n the Ilypothe& of 
d that (ZO, ZO n YO) 2,2) has a product neigh- 
where (N&Z), MO(a) is 
of Lemma 5.1 proceeds as 
re, using Remark 7.1; in particular, Lemma 5.2 only requires that 
2) be locally fl!at in (N, M). For the proof of 
modified Lemma 5.1, le. (&, &) be a triangula- 
tionof(Z,Zn Y) which rz : (Nx, Mz) + (Z, Z n Y) is simplicial. for 
some triangulation of (Nz, Mz). If the triangulation (K, L) of (X, Y) is 
chosen so that (K, L)IZ subdivides (K.z, L&th.en the proof of Theorem 
2.1 carries over. The induction does require the observation tha.t if 
g: (2, W) X R + (Q, aQ) is any faithful, proper locally at embedding, 
then the image has a product neighborhood (N, M) X where (N, M) is 
an ARN of (2, W) which is unique up to PL homeomorphism. 
Another version of Theorem 2. I in this dimension range is obtained 
by presupposing the local unknottedness of Z’ in N. 
7.4. Theorem. TFreorem 2.1 remuins true urider the weaker assumption 
that dim(X - 2, Y - Z) G dim(N, M) - 3, provifded that 27 r’s locally un- 
knotted in N (in the sense of [ 1 ] ). 
Roof. If the local unknottedness hypothesis is incorporated wherever 
2 appears, then all of the proofs carry over to this case. 
A natural version of Corollary 6.1 which is true in lower codimensions 
is: the following. 
7.5. Corollary., Coroby 6.1 is true under the weaker dime&on assump- 
tion that dim(X - 2, Y - 2) < dim(lQ, aQ) - 3, provided that f 12 is PL 
andgOIZ=flZ=gl~.Z. 
Proof. Because of Theorem 7.3, it suffices to veCf:y that the engulfing, of 
gl(X) by the interior of a small derived neighbo:tlhood N of go(X) can be 
done keeping go(Z) fixed. This is a r:onsequel;ce of knowing g&Z) = f (2) 
in advance, for then the required engulfing isotopy can be chosen to 
leave a neighborhood of go(Z) fixed. This addendum to the engulfing 
theorem is not so commonly known, and is worth some comment. The 
usual version of engulfing says that if one wishes to engulf a subpoly- 
i74 RD. Edwads / C&se @mew&e lhw 
he&on X of ht @ (dim X < q - 3) with an open set U c Q, then one 
can keep fixe a subpolyhedron Z o which lies in U, if all of the ho- 
motopies can e chosen fixed on Z. s version is false if one merely 
z~sumes dim X - Z +G q - 3 (cf. the example above). 
version is true under this weaker dimension assumption if one has 
r homotopies, for example, if the 
respect o 2, that is, if each engulfing ho 
FI W X Q.= identity and F(W X 1) c U) has 
(w, t), if F(w, t) E 2, then F’(w, [t, 11) C 2. 
fing theorem is a trivial mod&a 
y presented in [3] ,and extended 
gbove, go(Z) = f(Z) f int lV plays the role 
construct he retentive homotopies neede 
engulfing. 
We present he codimension 1 md 2 co~unterexarmp!es to Coro!!a.ry 
1.1 alluded te in the introduction. Let pl, p2 be the poles of S3, let 
vi’ = S3 - pi, i = 1, 2, let A be a closed PL bicollar neighborhood of the 
equatw in S3 and let Di be the closed complementary ball of A which 
liesin Uf, i= 1,2. Let 
[ resp. (S3 
<Q,M)=(S3xS2xR,S3xS2x0) 
XS1XR2 is3Xs1XO)] andlet 9 9 
Qi = i‘!f X S2 X R 
[resp. Uf X S1 X 
M.=DiXS2X 0 * 
[lWp.DiX S1 X O],i= 19 2, 
MA",4xS2:x0 
[resp. A X S1 X 01. Let Z: be any PL structure on We show that if 
Corollary 1.1 were true in codimension 1 or 2, th C would be stan- 
dard, contradicting the classification theorem for PL structures 130, 
y the classificatisn tf 
and therefore 1Q : 
which goes to 0 as x + = 
<there is a topological 
2 + (Cl,-) be a map 
ssification theorem, 
If e is sufficiently small, then the codirnension 
ary 7.5 (X = I&IA ) says f c;i:n be isot0ped ~JI a 
1 n Q2)c with compact support near 
g:Q+Qz such thatg) = identitya Hence 
se to the identity, PL except at fr Q2 and 
. Using topoiogical local cant bihty, relative version ’ 
be isotoped rel omeoniorphism 
= iilentity. Therefore Irf 
PL. The contradiction arises because by [ 3 1 t Thelorem B] , h can be-iso- 
toped to be PL on a neighborhood of& and therefore on all of Q, - 
showing that C is stimtdard. 
8. Other corollaries 
Corollary 6.1 may be regarded as a complement to the following ap- 
proximation theorem. 
8.1. Theorem (Miller [ 39 ] and Bryant [ 5])2. Suppose (X, Y) is 2 poly- 
hedral pair, (Q, 3Q) is a PL manifold and f : (X, Y) + (Q, aQ) is a proper,’ 
faithful topological embedding. Suppose dim (X, Y) < dim (Q, aQ) - 3. 
Given any e : X + (0, Q)), there exists a faithful PL embedding 
g : (X, Y) + (Q, aQ) which is within e of 6 
Furthermore, if Z is a subpolyhedrofg of X such that f J 2 is PA, then 
g may be chosen so thut g/Z = f 127. 
Miller proveld the theorem for (XS ax) a manifold and Bryant for X a 
rompact polyhedron with Y = 0; his proof routinely generalizes. In al.3 
alternative proof given in an appendix, Bryant uses our CoroIEary 6. I to 
justify his prior use of Cobb’s Theorem (unpublished; see [ 133), which 
he shows can be proved together with the approximation theorem using 
see-saw induction. Bryant’s proof of Cobb’s Theorem seems to be the 
only one ever published. 
The approximation and equivalence theorems provide the necessary 
ingredients for the following characterization c!ftameness. Recall that 
2 Ccmavskif hasp ublished a proof for the case X = Dk [ 1 f 1, but the proof contains two errors 
(the constmztion of N(Q) on p. 328, and the construction 10ffi on pp. 339, %W}, the second 
of which is quite serious and not obviously rectifilable. texmvskii has mbsequently corrected 
of his proof (private communici~tion zuh6 [ K2j). 
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the subset Q - X of a pair ( at X if for each x E X and 
each neighborhood U of x in Q, there is a neighborhood V of x in Q 
such that any map of s1 into V - X is null-homotopic in U - X. 
.2. CQ~~I~~~ Suppose (X, Y) is a polyhedral pair, (Q, aQ) is a PL 
I topological embedding sue 
f(Y) Ijl I-LCat f (Y). sup- 
4 and, if f I Y is not PL, 
+ (0, =), the embedding f is e-tame, 
that is, there is an isotopy h, : Q -) (2, t E [ 0,1], such that 
( 1) ho = identity = h,l Q - N,(f(X)), and if f I Y is PL, then 
h,( i?Q = identity, 
(2) r:uch point x E Q moves less than e(x) under h,, and 
(3) h, is PL on Q X [0, 1) and hlf is PL. ’ 
Furthermore, if Z is a subpolyhedron of X such that f 12 is 
h, mtiy be chosen to be the identity on f (2) u (Q - N,(f(X - 2))). 
The proof is due to Bryant and Seebeck [$1, using radial engulfing 
and a homeomorphism construction of Homma [ 231 and Gluck [ 211. 
A sketch appears in [ 81. 
esults have topological analogues. Ideally these would be 
ely topological setting, replacing polyhedron by a topol- 
ogical norion, say locally cone-like 7DP stratified sets as defined by 
Siebenms nn [46]. However, these versions have not yet been estsb- 
lished, so we state them in the weaker, mixed category form. Let (X, Y) 
be a polyhedral pair and let (Q, aQ) be a topological manifold. A faith- 
ful embedding f : (X, Y) + (Q, 39) is locally tame if X has a cover 3c by 
open sets ;luch that for each U E 3c , fl U is PL with respect o the given 
ructure <sn U and some PL manifold structure on some open su’bset of
containingf(U). By Cobb’s theorem, this is equivalent o sayi 
f is locally flat on each open simplex of some triangulation of X, if 
dim (X, Y) < dim (Q, a&) - 3. 
for X a manifold. ) Suppose (X, Y) is a 
Q topological manifold, and suppose 
ithfud topoloaical embedding. Suppose 
Q --)r (0, m), there exists 6 : X + 60, =) 
such that any two faithful, locally tame e 
) which are each are equivalent b>p 
within If 2 is u 
e, then g mcay be chosen so 
Roof. (1) The I-LC property of the embeddings is all that is used .
here. By standard arguments, it suffices to prove (1) under the assump 
tion that for some coordinate neighborhood Wof Q,:gal(W)s c’=s;r’(W) 
is a neighborhood ot cl (X - 2) in X and gOI V, gl} Y are each clot to 
f I V, where V C U n f -‘( W) is a slightly smaller neighborhood of
cl (X - Z). Thus, in effect, we can assume Q is a PL manifold W. In this 
case (1) is immediate from Corollaries 6.1 and 8.2. 
(2) This involves aroutine application of (1) together with the PL ap- 
proximation theorem. 
(3) This is immediate from Corollary 8.2. 
9. An extension 
A natural question to pursue is whether Theorem 2.1 admits a fibered 
(i.e., sliced or parametrized) version, everything being ke: t PL. mait is, 
is Theorem 2.1 true for a k-simplex of embeddings 
g:(X, Y)x Ak+(N,M)X Ak, 
everything being kept fibered over Ak? Miller has answeredthis question 
affirmatively in [40) (the prior [37] contains apartial solution). In 
particular:, t.hen, the fibered versions abf (1) (Equivalence) and (2) (Ap 
proximation) of Corollanr 8.3 are true (similarly, all of the results in 
[37] are true without restriction OII dirnBs9 only retaming ~PZ < 4 - 3). . 
Stated another way: 
The semisimplicial zipace of PL embeiddings Emp,(X, Q) of a c~di- 
mension 33 polyhe ron X in a PL manifold Q (usual minor hypo- 
theses ai aQ) is den in the slemisimplicial space of all to 
beddings Em*& and is locally contractible (i.e., k 
&78 RD. Edwrds / CMe piecewkre &new embeddim 
at all points of the latter space. Hence EmPL(X, Q) L EmTop(X, 
a (weak) homotopy equivalence, with al# homotopies as small as desired 
(c al) 
e&extension of this pqper is not routine. Although the sliced 
version of the cone Unknotting Theorem (3.1) holds (as a consequence 
of the Covering n- sotopy Theorem and the sliced Aloxander isotopy; 
see [41]), as does fibered Lickorish-Siebenmann Theorem [3.3), it is 
the proof of the Slicing Lemma (4.1) which does not obvious?y general- 
ize. This is not for want of a fibered general position technique, for 
which a nice theory exists [ 41 i, but for lack of a way of constructing in 
fibered fashion the neighborhoods N(A - B) and N(C - D) and the 
topies a, and $. MiBer’s method of getting around this involves proving 
a new fibered uniqueness of derived neighborhoods theorem, which in 
turn lets him prove the fibered Slicing Lemma inductively along wit:1 the 
fibered Theorem 2.1. . 
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